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Figure 1: Application scenarios of the CoVR system: (a) VR photo tour in which a guide can share what they see in a VR space
with the tourists. (b) VR job training in which a trainer can instruct a trainee regarding operation processes using controllers.
(c) Collaborative VR entertainment where helpers spot watermelons invisible to a player and then help the player smash them.

ABSTRACT
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Sharing virtual reality (VR) experiences between users wearing
head-mounted displays (HMD users) and users not wearing HMDs
(Non-HMD users) is a promising approach that can help bridge the
gap between these users’ experiences. In previous studies, the role
of these users and the differences in their attention targets were not
considered, causing a lack of joint attention in user communication.
Also, previous systems required cumbersome installation in the
spaces in which VR was being experienced. Therefore, this paper
proposes “CoVR,” a co-located VR sharing system comprising an
HMD with a focus-free projector and projecting the perspective
of HMD users. Further, we introduce a design methodology for
controlling the perspective of the images displayed to the HMD
and Non-HMD users. We also discuss three application scenarios
where additional information provided are different for each user.

The widespread use of head-mounted displays (HMD) enables easy
access to different virtual reality (VR) experiences. HMDs can provide a rich VR experience to the users wearing HMDs (hereinafter
denoted as “HMD users”); however, users not wearing HMDs (hereinafter denoted as “Non-HMD users”) cannot experience VR in
practical environments. To address this problem, existing studies [Gugenheimer et al. 2017; Ibayashi et al. 2015; Ishii et al. 2019]
developed systems in which the HMD and Non-HMD users could
share VR experiences. This was realized by displaying images that
could be captured with fixed cameras in the virtual environments
for Non-HMD users. These systems enable the HMD and Non-HMD
users to see the images synchronized with their body movements,
thereby bridging the experience gap between these users. However, for these systems, equipment, such as multiple projectors and
projection screens, should be installed in the spaces in which VR
is being experienced (hereinafter referred to as experience space).
Thus, the users’ movement is limited in these spaces, and the installation cost of the equipment is high. In addition, although these
systems help share VR experiences between the HMD and the NonHMD users in practical environments, the differences between the
roles or the attention targets of the users are not considered.
The present paper proposes “CoVR,” a co-located VR sharing
system comprising an HMD device with a focus-free projector. The
proposed system projects the images presented to HMD users for
Non-HMD users in the direction of the HMD user’s head. Owing to its simple wearable feature, it is easy to install and use the
system; further, the HMD users can freely move around the experience spaces. In addition, we develop a design methodology for
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are in proximity to the HMD can be excluded from the projected
view to provide natural images to the Non-HMD users. Finally, we
can design visual information asymmetry between the HMD and
Non-HMD users according to different application scenarios.
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Figure 2: Proposed design methodology for displaying images.
facilitating joint attention between the HMD and the Non-HMD
users by controlling the perspective of the images presented to the
HMD and Non-HMD users; further, depending on the application
scenarios, additional information is presented to the users. Based
on the introduced methodology, we can design VR experiences
that encourage joint attention based on the role of the HMD and
the Non-HMD users. Joint attention is considered to be significant
for not only sharing attention but also evoking sympathy between
users. The proposed system is thus effective, as it can bridge the gap
between different VR experiences and can help share the emotional
VR experiences in practical environments.
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SYSTEM DESIGN

The proposed system comprises an HMD (HTC, VIVE Pro), a laserscanning projector (SONY, MP-CL1A) that is mounted on top of
the HMD, and a PC for rendering HMD-displayed and projected
images. The proposed system can perform a focus-free projection,
irrespective of the distance or angle from the projection surface.
Moreover, owing to the mounted structure, the direction of the
HMD users’ gaze and that of the projector are always in agreement;
therefore, the proposed system does not need to align the HMDdisplayed images with the projection images. This feature makes it
easy for the Non-HMD users to recognize the experience spaces;
further, it helps users have an immersive experience. Note that the
field of view of the projector is much narrower (24 degrees) than
that of the HMD (110 degrees); this limitation allows the Non-HMD
users to guess the attention of the HMD user more specifically.
We explored the design methodology of the displayed and projected images using the proposed system (Fig. 2). The perspectives
and virtual objects presented by the HMD and by the projector can
independently be controlled via Unity 2018.3. Owing to this flexible
control, we propose the following design methodologies. First, the
field of view of virtual camera capturing the projected images is
set to be the same as that of projector, so that the projected images
aligns perfectly with the physical world. Secondly, the objects that

APPLICATIONS

We discuss three scenarios in which the proposed system is applied,
as shown in Fig. 1. The first scenario is a VR photo tour where
360-degree photos are shared (Fig. 1a). In this scenario, the HMD
user (a tour guide) can share what they see in a VR space with
the Non-HMD users (tourists). In this manner, the HMD user can
easily explain and share their experiences; this is because the HMD
and Non-HMD users share the same view. In addition, descriptions
can be provided solely to the HMD user, which helps tour guides
during VR travel tours. The second scenario is a VR job training in
industries (Fig. 1b). Here, the HMD user and the Non-HMD user represent a trainee and a trainer, respectively. The trainer can instruct
the trainee regarding an operation process using controllers. The
proposed system can add information to the projected images based
on the trainee’s gaze target when the trainee is using an HMD with
an eye tracker. From this information and the projected images,
the trainer can efficiently understand the trainee’s experience. The
third scenario is a collaborative experience in VR entertainment
(Fig. 1c). We implemented a watermelon-smashing game in which
only the Non-HMD users (helpers) can spot watermelons that are
invisible to the HMD user (a player); the helpers can thus help the
players smash the watermelons. As the observers have to guide the
player to the correct position and direction of the target watermelons, this inevitably requires oral interaction between the HMD and
the Non-HMD users.
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CONCLUSION

We introduce “CoVR,” a co-located VR sharing system comprising
an HMD with a focus-free projector for HMD and Non-HMD users
using their perspective of the projected images. We developed the
design methodology for displaying images considering the HMD
and Non-HMD users’ perspective of the images displayed; a few
adjustments are needed to the images for Non-HMD users and
the users can also be provided additional information. We also
verified that the proposed system could be applied to various VR
experiences by discussing three different scenarios.
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